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Changes Since Yesterday’s Briefing:
● Be prepared for multiple hazards impacting at the same time. Severe weather and flash flooding hazards overlap Saturday and Sunday.

● Severe Thunderstorm Outlooks:
○ Today’s Severe Weather Outlook - expanded SLIGHT risk of severe thunderstorms across much of E NM. There is an increased threat for 

large hail in SE NM.
○ Saturday’s Severe Weather Outlook - SLIGHT risk added to NE NM and expanded MARGINAL risk for E NM, MARGINAL risk also included 

up along the Sangre de Cristo Mtns down to the Sacramento Mtns.
○ Sunday’s Severe Weather Outlook - MARGINAL risk of severe storms for much of E NM from the Sangre de Cristo Mtns to Sandia/ 

Manzano Mtns and Sacramento Mtns east into W TX. A SLIGHT risk of severe storms covers much of SE NM including Roswell.

● Heavy Rainfall/Flash Flooding Outlooks - Increased concern Saturday through Monday:
○ Today - sliver of marginal risk for flash flooding over Curry and Roosevelt Counties.
○ Saturday - marginal risk for flash flooding over much of NE NM in the same areas of the severe weather outlook.
○ Sunday - marginal risk for flash flooding over much of E NM with a slight risk right at the NM/TX border.

● Monday - Still a combination of severe weather and heavy rainfall which could lead to flash flooding. Impacts may be more isolated due to 
widespread thunderstorm activity but severe storms may be more isolated. Thunderstorm activity still expected to spread over much of 
eastern and central NM including northern/central mountain chances and RGV.

● Messaging - We will be focused on severe weather messaging, being weather aware, have multiple ways to get warning information, have a 
sheltering plan for outdoor activities (camping) and flash flood messaging - don’t camp near arroyos.
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Several rounds of severe thunderstorms and heavy rain

● Medium - growing confidence given increased chances of storms occurring.
● Confidence is higher in that we are headed into an active period for thunderstorm activity Friday through 

Tuesday but less confidence in the exact details of timing and location. This also limits our confidence in the 
expected impacts but the trend is for more scattered activity rather than isolated. However, that isolated threat 
could have a high impact.

CONFIDENCE
IN IMPACTS

WHAT ● Severe Thunderstorms - hail ( > 1” diameter) and damaging winds ( > 60 mph )
● Tornadoes - lower probability of occurring than hail and winds but a tornado or two cannot be ruled out
● Flash Flooding - some storms could produce higher rain rates, and will need to pay attention to how fast storms 

move, especially Saturday/Sunday/Monday. This is a growing concern.

TIMING ● Friday - scattered thunderstorm activity afternoon/evening for much of central and eastern NM
● Saturday - widely scattered/isolated activity in the afternoon/evening central and northeast NM
● Sunday - scattered activity afternoon/evening central and eastern NM
● Monday - backdoor front into NM - scattered to widespread activity across state - focus on eastern NM

IMPACTS ● Hail - damage to vehicles and roofs/windows of structures
● Wind damage - downed tree branches/limbs, uprooted trees, power lines downed, minor roof damage
● Lightning - seek shelter if engaged in outdoor activities
● Flash Flooding - do not drive into fast-moving water on roads, arroyos, and urban areas
● Tornado - seek shelter in interior room (house, building, etc) to protect from extreme wind damage
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Today’s Severe Weather & Flash Flood Outlooks

Where: Storms may initiate off the Sangre de Cristo Mtns and Sacramento Mtns, then activity will move off the mountains into the eastern plains of NM. Storm coverage will 
be scattered. As storms progress E/SE into West TX, there may be a heavy rainfall threat over Curry and Roosevelt Counties.

When: Storms may begin to initiate 12PM-2PM and then move E/ESE impacting the eastern plains 2PM-9PM. In the late evening, storms should be entering TX and out of the 
state ending the threat for severe weather.

Storm Motion - E/ESE 20-30 mph
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Severe Weather Outlook - Saturday

Where: Storms may initiate again off the Sangre de Cristo Mtns and Sacramento Mtns, then activity moves off the mountains into the eastern plains of NM. Storm coverage 
looks to be scattered activity over NE NM and more isolated farther south towards Roswell. Storms in NE NM could also produce heavy rainfall leading to flash flood impacts 
as storms may merge with higher rain rates.

When: Storms may begin to initiate 12PM-2PM and then move E/ESE impacting the eastern plains 2PM-9PM. In the late evening, storms will begin to decrease in coverage 
and intensity as they move into the Texas Panhandle.  Storm Motion - E/ESE 20-25 mph
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Flash Flood Outlook - Sunday

Where: Storms may initiate along/east of the central mountain chain, then activity moves off the mountains into the eastern plains of NM. Storm coverage will become 
scattered across east central and southeast NM during the afternoon. Storms could merge into lines which could produce heavy rainfall and flash flood impacts.

When: Storms may begin to initiate 12PM-2PM and then move E/ESE impacting the eastern plains 2PM-9PM. In the late evening, storms shift into west Texas where heavy 
rainfall will be a concern.

Storm Motion - E/ESE 20-25 mph
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Severe Weather Outlook - Monday
Yellow oval highlights the most likely areas for thunderstorms on 
Monday. A cold front will move into NM and be the focus for 
thunderstorm activity - some strong to severe. The most likely areas 
for severe storms are east central through SE NM, but really 
depends upon how the front moves. As for the severe thunderstorm 
threats - most likely looking at large hail and damaging winds. The 
tornado threat may depend upon how storms interact with the front. 
Storms may move along this boundary with slower speeds which 
again may increase the potential for flash flooding.
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Rainfall forecast ending Tuesday AM, June 1
This is the precipitation expected from Friday, May 28, through 
Tuesday morning, June 1. Again, most of the precipitation will be 
from thunderstorm activity over the eastern half of New Mexico. 
Most of this activity will begin on Friday and Saturday. However, 
Sunday and Monday with the cold front moving into the area, 
conditions become more favorable for widespread thunderstorm 
activity. This means we will need to monitor not only for strong to 
severe storms, but also the threat for flash flooding where storms 
move slowly and are able to achieve higher rain rates. 

These precipitation amounts are average amounts and there 
could be isolated areas that get higher amounts and areas that 
do not get as much as forecast. We cannot capture small scale 
details of thunderstorm precipitation amounts in these 
longer-range forecasts. There could be storms that produce 1” of 
rain or more in an hour.

Precipitation Forecast is a cumulative rainfall forecast valid from 
6AM Friday May 28 to 6AM Tuesday June 1
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Limited (Common Event)

Minor (Common Event)

Moderate (Uncommon Event)

High (Rare Event)

Extreme (Very Rare Event)

Potential Impacts Color Table

Important:  Weather conditions and forecasts can change significantly 
in a short period of time. Please stay up-to-date at weather.gov/abq

Key Talking Points:

 Weather Impact Overview
Updated:

Friday, May 28 Saturday, May 29 Sunday, May 30 Monday, May 31 Tuesday, Jun 1 Wednesday, Jun 2 Thursday, Jun 3

       

       

Scattered storms across 
eastern NM | Strong to 

severe storms expected 

Large hail, damaging 
winds, frequent lightning 
and a few tornadoes will 
be the primary threats, 

especially in east central 
and southeast NM

Scattered to numerous 
storms in eastern plains

Large hail, damaging 
winds, frequent lightning, 
locally heavy rainfall, and 

a tornado or two will be the 
primary threats, especially 

in the northeast

Numerous showers and 
storms in eastern NM

Heavy rainfall capable of 
localized flash flooding will 

be a greater concern

Large hail, damaging 
winds, frequent lightning 
and a tornado or two will 

be the primary threats, 
especially in southeast NM

Scattered to numerous 
storms across central and 

eastern NM

A few thunderstorms 
may be strong to severe 
across east central and 

southeast NM

Locally heavy rainfall 
capable of flash flooding 
may be a concern again

Scattered showers and 
thunderstorms across 

central and eastern NM

A few thunderstorms may 
be strong to severe across 

southeast NM

 Scattered showers and 
thunderstorms across 

central and eastern NM

Severe weather potential 
appears lower at this time

Isolated to scattered 
showers and storms in 

eastern NM

Severe weather potential 
appears low at this time 

➔ Severe Thunderstorms:  Large hail, damaging winds, frequent lightning and a couple of tornadoes
◆ Friday:  East central and southeast plains | Saturday:  Northeast Plains
◆ Sunday/Monday:  Eastern Plains but particularly across east central and southeast plains

➔ Heavy Rainfall Potential:  Slow-moving storms will be capable of producing locally heavy rainfall | Even though very 
dry soil conditions exist across the state, areas with persistent thunderstorms and urban locations will be at risk for 
significant runoff and/or flash flooding | The NWS will be promoting Turn Around Don’t Drown messaging over the 
holiday weekend | Those with camping activities in eastern NM should be careful and stay tuned for NWS warnings
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